Education is a powerful catalyst for change. It imparts knowledge and skills that enable people to realize their full potential and transform their lives. Numerous studies have shown the critical role of education in fighting poverty, improving health, and strengthening civil society in developing countries.
Changing Lives Through Literacy

Child Aid programs give people the ability to imagine, pursue and realize a better life.

At Child Aid, our work is based on the knowledge that literacy is the foundation of education, and paves the way for a lifetime of learning. Research shows that when children develop basic literacy skills, they gain a powerful tool to enhance their economic opportunities and break the cycle of poverty. They grow into adults who become critical thinkers and problem solvers, able to confront their communities’ most urgent problems. Our programs invest in a community’s teachers, providing the training and the children’s books they need to help their students become better readers, writers, and learners.

In Guatemalan primary school classrooms, the instruction fails to develop the comprehension and critical thinking skills that are so vital to literacy and learning. The children who finish primary school can read a sentence but may not understand the meaning of what they have read. They can memorize information, but don’t know how to evaluate it and use it as the basis for their own thoughts and opinions. They can write a paragraph, but struggle to articulate what they want to say.

With your support, Child Aid is transforming the educational experience for thousands of children. They are not just learning to read, they are reading to learn. They are attending classes where, for the first time, they can participate, be curious and guide their learning with their own curiosity. And they have access to the books they need to develop a habit of reading, a habit that will strengthen their critical thinking for their entire lives.

These children are Guatemala’s most valuable resource, and the greatest hope for their communities. But there is no time to waste: Guatemala cannot afford another generation without access to quality education. Investing in education is essential for a brighter future in Guatemala. The children who discover the power of education today will be the ones who shape the world of tomorrow.

“Teaching someone to read, to understand what they read and to develop their abilities, is to make a better person, one who will make better decisions in their life.”
Graciela Landa Pichiyá, Literacy Trainer

“Through Child Aid, I have had the opportunity to improve my life. I began to learn the importance of understanding what you read. I began to have the ability to analyze and compare what I read to my own life experiences. I feel better about myself because I have my own opinions and can express them.”
Jeremias Morales, Literacy Trainer
Training Teachers

Investing in teachers to break the cycle of illiteracy.

Teachers in Guatemala face many obstacles to becoming effective literacy instructors. Most come from the same educational background as their students, and have struggled to read and write themselves. Young teachers come to the profession with almost no effective training and receive little, if any, support to help them improve. They lack suitable books and materials to teach reading, and are often forced to make due with outdated textbooks or even newspaper clippings.

As a result, teachers rarely teach anything beyond basic reading skills, and the idea of incorporating new methods or techniques into their classrooms intimidates them.

Child Aid’s teacher training program is focused on making all teachers successful educators and is specifically designed to address the unique challenges faced by Guatemalan teachers. Through hands-on workshops, teachers learn practical techniques and activities for developing reading comprehension and critical thinking in their students. They also gain experience in making the classroom learning environment more active and engaging.

After each workshop, our literacy trainers visit the teachers in their classrooms for one-on-one coaching sessions: they model new techniques, offer suggestions, answer questions, and provide support and encouragement. These sessions allow teachers to experience success while learning challenging new skills. This helps them to build the confidence that drives their continued improvement. Teachers tell us that Child Aid’s approach to training not only provides them with useful knowledge and techniques, it also makes them feel more respected and valued as professionals.

Your investment in teacher training helps communities to build their capacity to educate their children. The transformation of teachers into empowered educators will affect every child in their classrooms, opening up a world of opportunity that previous generations of students never had.

“The Child Aid techniques help us as teachers to have more active classroom activities. The students are developing many abilities for reading, for comprehension, for analysis. Students learn much more now because they understand what they read.”
Paola Chavez, Teacher

“My favorite part of the training was learning the techniques, because it showed me that learning is not only about listening but can also be about participating. I feel that after this experience I can be a better teacher. I know now how to treat each child because each child is different in how they learn.”
Flor de María Coc, Teacher
In Child Aid workshops, teachers are learning how to make their classrooms more open and interactive, encouraging students to participate in activities, ask questions and contribute their ideas to the learning process.
Providing Books

Bringing books to children opens a world of learning.

Access to books, and lots of them, is a vital component of motivating children to read. Without a variety of books at their reading level that interest them, children have little motivation to open a book, and thus are unlikely to develop the habit of reading. Education experts recommend that schools begin with a minimum of seven books per child, and build their libraries to at least twenty per child. Sadly, most Guatemalan classrooms are lucky to have one or two books per student, and many of these books are outdated and not suitable for a child learning to read.

Child Aid’s literacy programs have always emphasized the importance of bringing books to children. Thanks to your support and to generous donations from U.S. publishers, we ship tens of thousands of Spanish language books to Guatemala each year, delivering them to remote schools and libraries. We are also supplementing school libraries with targeted purchases of specific books that fill in gaps in their collections, so that kids have access to a thorough range of titles and subjects.

We compliment our book donations with teacher and librarian training programs that ensure that the books are used regularly and effectively to support student learning. We also work with schools and libraries to create book-lending programs and extracurricular literacy activities that give children opportunities to read outside of school. In partnership with school administrators, we are finding ways to get students to read daily, and to help teachers integrate books into all classroom instruction, including science, math, health and social studies.

In communities where educational resources have always been scarce, our books offer access to a new world of learning, and an opportunity to expand the knowledge of everyone in the community. They are fundamental to helping Guatemalan children reach their potential in school and in life.
Children who have access to a variety of engaging books are more motivated to read and more likely to develop the comprehension and critical thinking skills that are the foundation of literacy.
Improving Rural Libraries
Turning libraries into community hubs for literacy.

Since books are so rare and expensive in Guatemala, libraries have limited resources and offer few programs or services to their patrons. Most libraries lack child-friendly spaces, and have few books that might engage young readers.

Child Aid works with rural communities and schools to transform libraries into dynamic hubs for reading promotion and education. We help libraries build their collections by providing each one with hundreds of high-quality children’s storybooks and nonfiction books every year. We offer a program of workshops where librarians learn how to improve their services and to make their libraries more accessible to the community. They learn how to transform their libraries into welcoming environments, to run programs and activities that promote literacy, and to set up book lending. Our literacy trainers visit libraries to monitor progress, offer suggestions, and provide support.

Summer program keeps kids reading and learning
Child Aid developed Adventures in Reading, our library reading program, to bridge the gap during the three-month school break between October and January. Without access to books through school during vacation, and few if any opportunities to read at home, kids stop reading and loose momentum.

Over the four- to eight-week programs, thousands of kids visit libraries to participate in read-aloud sessions, word games, writing activities and guided discussions that develop their skills and make reading fun. This year, many libraries hosted book clubs for higher-level readers, giving kids the opportunity to read more challenging books and share their opinions in discussion groups. Libraries also added writing activities for children, such as school newspapers, personal journals, and contests.
Since 1996, Child Aid has partnered with this locally run organization to operate a community library in El Tejar and the CEDIN preschool, which is a four-year, early-start program serving children 3-6 years of age. Child Aid provides the majority of the school’s support. Thanks to the generous support of Ethical Bean, LEAF (Lake Eden Arts Festival) and PEG (Proyecto Para las Escuelas Guatemaltecas), we also provide student scholarships, sponsor a nutrition program, and support a music program for preschool and primary school students.

The FUNDIT library in El Tejar has served as a laboratory for some of the key elements of Child Aid’s literacy programs, including Adventures in Reading. We have also developed new strategies here to increase book lending to children.

**FUNDIT**  
(Fundación para Desarrollo Integral de El Tejar)

**CHILD AID by the numbers**

**Our Impact in 2013**

- **376** Teachers received training
- **60** Librarians received training
- **22,200** Students taught by Child Aid trained teachers
- **100,746** Books distributed to schools and libraries
- **15** New school libraries created

**Students Reached**
Total number of students taught by Child Aid trained-teachers each year

- 2009: 4,500
- 2010: 7,500
- 2011: 11,500
- 2012: 15,700
- 2013: 22,200
## Combined Statement of Revenue, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets

### Revenue
- **Unrestricted Cash & Security Contributions**: $411,040
- **Restricted Contributions & Grants**: $517,243
- **In-Kind Donations**: $1,141,708
- **Investment & Other Income**: $290,707

**Total Revenue**: $2,360,698

### Expenses
- **Program Services**: $1,836,062
- **Management & General**: $91,866
- **Fundraising**: $103,636

**Total Expenses**: $2,031,564

**Revenue Over Expenses**: $329,134

### Assets
- **Cash Restricted**: $20,453
- **Cash Unrestricted**: $629,221
- **Securities Restricted**: $205,794
- **Securities Unrestricted**: $1,239,455
- **Other Assets**: $5,173

**Total Assets**: $2,100,096

### Liabilities
- **Accounts payable & current liabilities**: $36,524

### Net Assets
- **Unrestricted**: $1,586,026
- **Temporarily restricted**: $477,546

**Total Net Assets**: $2,063,572

**Total Liabilities and Net Assets**: $2,100,096

**90.38% spent on programs**

Program Services: 90.38%

Management & General: 4.52%

Fundraising: 5.10%
Guatemala has one of the lowest literacy rates in Latin America. Most indigenous children grow up in poverty and few make it past the sixth grade.
Our Supporters

**Donors who gave $20,000 or more:**
Richard Carroll and Nancy Press • Eugene and Leticia Etzkorn • Ronni S. Lacroute • Robert Todd and Carol Summers

**$10,000 to $19,999**
Robert and Michelle Costello • Dennis and Lori Reiland • Laura Tarbox • Mary D. Thompson • Andrea A. Escher and Todd Tibbals

**$5,000 to $9,999**
Roger and Jan Capps • Bernard and Kathy Casey • Angela and Robert G. Moneyhan • Terri S. Scott • Don and Pat Sodo • Guy Tiphane

**$1,000 to $4,999**
Debi Applebaum and Charlie Baum • Richard and Victoria Baks • Daniel Balmer and Michelle Sang • Frank Baron • Roy Barsness • David Beck • Giovanna Boggero and Daniel Butler • Kevin Bumgarner • Michael and Betty Carroll • John Chapman • Robert S Cook • Larry and Elizabeth Couch • Jose Alberto Duenas • Greg and Josephine Eakins and Loong • Richard and Jane Fisher • David Fitch • Oliver and Helen Foehr • George Freyer and Johanna Sorenson-Freyer • Nancy Harkins • Susan Harris and Russell Gallop • Peter and Katherine Hinds • John Hoffmann • Brenda Hunsberger and Patti Boote • Peter A. Hunt • Leila M. Johnson • Tim Jones • Ragui Kamel • Christopher Kaufman and Jennifer Zeller Kaufman • Brian Kidd • James and Eileen Kin • John Kin and Frances Durcan • Paul A. and Conni J. Lombardo • James T. Lynch • John H. and Teresa G. Lyons • Cecily P. and George E. B. Maguire • Richard Meador • Misha Pavel and Holly Jimison • Sidney Perry • Patrick D. Powers • Richard and Dianne Saulsbury • Robert Smith • Cyrus and Joanne Spurlino • James and Joan Stanley • Craig Stronberg and Jenifer Levinson • Cordes Towle • John Van Keppel • Kenton R. and Vonda Lea Wells

**$500 to $999**
Luis Carlos Cajas-Monson • Terrence and Sharon Danner • Madlyn C. Morreale and Rita Dealy • Elizabeth Fisher • Rachel Fox • Sean Frese and Jamie Kentros • Darrell Fuhriman and Margo DeBeir • Nancy Gilchrist • Mitch and Harriet Greenlick • Steve Grindy • Don Haaga • Larry and Carie Haimovitch • Luke Hartsock • Karen and John Hedrick • Dan and Ann Heuvel • Dan Hocks • Frances Ingram • Doreen and James Job • Jeffrey and Joanne Jorissen • John and Victoria Junkin • John and Bette McCarron • Pat and Michael McDonnell • John McKinney • Lori Menachof • Amy Lynn Messinger • Sue Mooney • David Joseph Morena • John F Morreale • Lowell and Sasha Press • David and Linly Rees • Jim and Jennifer Rogers • Tom Setliffe • Kathleen Thomas • Nafi Toksoz and Charlotte Johnson • Loraine L. Walsh • Rodney and Winifred West • Jim and Carol Westberg • James R. Williams

**Up to $499**
Diane Aitchison • Rachel Ajiel • Susan H. Alegria and Ubaldo Alegria Garcia • Hollie Allen • John Allen • Destiny Aman • Elizabeth Ames • Julie Andersen • Carrie Anderson • Scott Arneman • Diannah Ashburn • Mateo Ayala • Barbara Baccus • Crystal Badgley • Troy Baldauf • Sheila Barford • Kira Barnett • Charles and Colleen Batcheller • Philip Bellott • Chanda Beppu • Cathy Berrier • Steve Bikun • Phyllis Binder • Monica Black • Suzanne Bonamici and Michael Simon • Henry Bone • Spencer and Jayne Borden • Kali Bose • Herb and Mary Bosstrom • Jeffrey and Paula Botkin • Cassandra Bottroff • Virginia and Jonathan Bowers • Danielle Boyd • Karissa Bray • Matthew Brayko • Lynne Brem • Linda Brewer and Dennis Epstein • Monica
On behalf of Child Aid’s Board of Directors and staff, as well as the communities we serve, Thank You! Your generosity made our work possible during our 2013 calendar year.

Brodhacker • Geoffrey Brooks • Sharon Brostrom • John Brown • Leo L Browne • Donald and Margaret Burk • Margret Caldwell • Christine Wallace Caldwell • Daniel and Sidney Callahan • Robin Calloway • Ann Cameron • Margo Caramella • Linda Carlson • Dianne Carreri • Albert and Lois Carter • Thomas O. and Susan E. Carter • Melissa Cary • Rodney Chan and Frances Latimore Chan • Josh Cho • Oliver Christian • Nichole Clark • Jay Clay • Ana Maria Cobos and Rodrigo Lois • Cheryl Cole • Frederic Cole • Callie Collette • Andy Collins • Clark H. Colony, Jr • Carmen Converse • Stuart Conway and Janet Bramhall • Patricia and Scott Corbett • Richard and Victoria Corbett • Dennis Costello and Erin O’Mara • Nancy Costello • Janis Cotton • Jeffrey and Megan Cox • Kassandra Cox • Clarissa Cretella • Elizabeth Cronin • Vito and Emilie Cusenza • Ross Cutts • Barbara D’Autrechy • Ann Dalton and Steven Swenson • Catherine Damey • Maria Damey • Leslie Daniels • Stewart A Daniels • Farzad Davarya • Cassie Davis • Eva Day Wulff • Robert De Haven • JoAnn and Terry DeBey • Nicole DeRuiter • Samantha Dean • Bill R Deiz • Pedro Del Busto • Kathleen DelPrete • Kathleen Deruiter • Harshad Desai • Claude and Ginger Di Natale • Lindsey Dierking • Charles Dobson • Tracy Dodge • Stephanie Donald • Stephanie J. Donald • Judith Doyle • John and Carolyn Driscoll • Marywill and Reginald DuDomaine • James and Patricia Duerr • Rita Dunbar • Ivy Dunlap • Madison Dunlop • Fiona Durcan • Maurice Edelman • Erin Ehly • Katie Eichenberger • Jean Eilers and Bob Byrne • Heather Eisenhour • Alana Ellerbroek • Christina Enge • Emily Etzkorn • Stephanie Fahey • Jay and Georgianne Farness • Stephen and Gwen Fausti • Alina Fedoryshyn • Arminda and John Ferris • Gloria Fiori • Patricia Ann Fiori • Courtnay Flatt • Patrick and Marilyn Fleming • Trish Footit • Kenneth Fraser • Jared Freeman • Alexander Freet • Stephanie and Joseph Fritz • Karla Fuehrer • Chelsea Gallagher • Alyssa Galvan • Rosemary Gander • Vianey Garcia-Osorio • Tracy Garell • Michael and Anita Garland • William and Joan Gehrke • Gail Geller • George and Kathy Gibson • Jennifer Gillette • Sarah Gleeson • Alex Goldberg • Leonard Goldstein • Tom and Lee Ann Golper • Lazaro Gonzalez • Devon Grace • Angela Grad • Rebecca Graham • Kim Gronquist • Kenneth Guappone • Andrea Guinn • Mike and Lisa Hahn • Koleen and Jeff Hall • Susan C. Hall • Edward Halpern • Nathan Hansen • Sandra Harding • Dave and Ellen Hardy • Jacob Harley • Christina Harris • Fredrick Harris and Richel Burkey-Harris • Robert Harris • Julie Harrison • April Hasson • Rosie Hauser • Robert Hawkins • David He • Madeline Michelle Helser-Howard • Alan and Diana Helt • Patrick Henkelman • Robert Herigstad • Jack and Irene Hilbourne • Brandon Hilton • John Hinchcliffe • Charlotte Hoff • Donald Hoffmeyer • Kathy Hogan • Therese Hollingworth • Donald M. and Karen Keller Horn • Frank Howard • Hayden Howell • Amanda Hudson • I-Ching G Hung • Monroe and Barbara Hunsberger • Jane and William Jackson • Jim and Paula Jansen • Stacy Jewell • Katie Johnson • Kim and Judy Johnson • Prescott K. and Darolyn M. Johnson • Blake Jones • Stephanie Jones • Linda and Robert Kanter • Amanda Kapelka • Elizabeth Kass • Helen and Rudolph Kass • Susan Kass and Wayne Englander • Mark and Janice Keeley • Bob and Dee Keller • Doris and Eric Kimmel • Michael Patrick Kin • Steven and Mary Kin • Mary Ellen Kirian • Sara Kirschenbaum • Henrik Kjellberg • Colette Klein • Ilene Klein • Christi Kocher • Sheila and Christopher Kodadek • Brian Kostock • Erik Paren and Andrea S. Kott-Paren • Jeffery Krater • Edward Kraus and Susan Brenner • Mariella Krause and Timothy Bauer • Robert W. Krueger • Margarita Kusnir • Judy Laddon • Meghan and Johnathan Lang • Robert and Donna Lang • Thomas and Yvonne Larabell • Thomas J. Laslavic • Julie Pierson Lees • Sandra and Arnold Leibowitz • Amy Leslie • Gregory and Elaine Leslie • Massimo Licandro • Joyce and Ted Liljeholm • Brian Lindley and Maile Busby • Jerry and Anita Lindsay • Brock Logan • Mike and Dawn Lopach • Myra Loris • John Lowry • Andrea and Robert Lynch • Zachary MacDonald • Richard Malek • Andrew Malins • Mary Maloney • Brian Marino • John and Dena Marks • David and Tracy Marra • Nancy Martinez • Teri Matison • Stephanie Matusiefsky • Ana Lucia Mayen Chacon • Dennis and Sarah McCarty • Jocelyn McKenzie • Terence and Marlene McLaughlin • Lucinda McMahon • Susanne O. McMillan • Staci McNall • Julia McNeal • Justin Mepherson • Sian Melenka • Michael Melinoff • Jeff Merkley • Kathleen Michel • Todd Mickelson • Erin Millard • Anita G. Miller • Johnathon Miller • Megan Miller • Ashley Mills • Margot L. Minardi • David and Susan Minton • John Moore and Reuel Kurzet •
Margarete Moore • Emily V. Moran • Dale Morey • Theresa E. Morgan • Mary Kay Moser • Daley Moy • Andrew Mulholland • Mary Mullins • Ann Murphy • Paul and L. Jean Nagel • Amanda Neff • Mary Ness and Jerry Hengel • Edward V. Norton • Phoebe Joan O’Neill • Steve Oakes • Matthew Ochoa • Pamela Okano • Georgie Olazcon Mozo • Lisa A. Oldham • Dean Orr • Alba Orsi and James Leggett • Lesley Otto • Janeen Parrott • Sarah Paul • Susan Pencall • Desiree Perez • Roberto Perez • Richard and Marilyn Petersen • Michael Philips • Kimber Philippo • Linda B. Pickenpaugh • Thomas Pillen • Nabiha Pirbhai • John and Gail Plate • Leslie Platto • Margaret D Plennert • Melissa Poirier • Susanna Ponciano • Robert and Marcia Popper • Roxann Pottratz • O. Leonard and Lillian Press • Alison Pryce and William O’Neil • Robert and Velia Pryce • Ross M. and Janet Quillian • Jasmin Rahman • Keith and Laurie Raines • April Rains • Lynn Ransford • John A. and Judy Rau • Timothy Reed and Katherine Dubois Reed • Daniel and Allison Regan • Heather Reinhart • Michelle Remond • Keri Repic • Susan Reynolds • Kathy Rice • Shelby Hope Rice • Danette Ring • Tessi Rios • Chelsea Roberti • Deverie Robinson • Wiley Robinson • Brett Rodgers • Jamie Rogers • Becky Rooney • Joel Rotert • Jared Rubin and Penny Salus • Susan Rugh-Shulters • Bob and Mary Russell • Kate Russell • Monica Sajfr • Dianne Salcedo • Ashok Saluja • Kelsey Sampson • Thomas Sampson • Melanie Sanchez • Richard and Jerilyn Sandifer • Ronald and Joanne Sartor • Elizabeth Scafidi • Susan Schappert • Cindy Schaures • Mindy Schimpf • Donald and Mary Schlichtmann • Stephen and Heather Schnelker • Hedwig Schroerck • Wendy Schroedter • Mayer and Janet Schwartz • Richard A. Worth and Kerri Schwarz • Rodger Seid • Maiko Senda • Yesenia Serrano • Megan Sharp • Rachel Sharpe • Heather Kelly Siegfried • Kelan Silvester • Harold W. Scheffler and Jan A. Simpson • Katie Singley • Alicia Small • Debbie Smith • Lindsay Smith • Pi Smith • Emma and Liam Sottocornola • Neal and Marta Spangler • Rebecca Spithill • Angela Steiert • Robert and Margaret Stengel • Risé Stern • Sharon Steward • Jim and Mary Lou Stewart • Susan R. and James B. Stewart • Dana Stibor • Ian Street • Carolyn Strickling • Kathleen Stupfel • Noel Suanes • Richard A. and Rosemary E. Sundeen • Paul Plasky and Ilene Sussman • Patricia Swanson • Laurel Swetnam • Adam & Regina Szymbczak • Tim and Megan Taber • John and Mary Telford • Charlotte ter Haar • Ryan Neels Terry • Karen Thiebes • Terry and Brad Thode • Mark and Karen Thoma • Michael and Anne Thomas • Michael Toomey • John Tootill • Gregory and Candace Trotter • Dione Tuggle • Ann Turner and Catherine Bax • Leah Umnitz • Karmel Ungerleider-Abrams • Diana Unterspan • Lori Ann Valerio • Pamela Van Loo • Susan and David Van Ness • Samantha Vanleree • Charlotte Vandaveer • Steven Vandecoevering • Cornelius and Marie Vanden Boom • Heather Vaughan • Katherine H. and Jose M. Venta • Deborah Ventura • Geraldine Ventura • Laurence and Susan Vernick • Roy and Luella Verstraete • Don Vergyser • Jayne and Nicholas Vetz • Cecilia Villasenor • Rebecca and Michael Voorwine • Hilary Wainer • Raegan Walker • Lisa Wall • Tristan Wallace • Joshua Warden • Ann Webber and Scott Morris • Bruce Webster and Roberta Felts • Erin Weinbender • Joan Weiss • Karla Wenzel and Fred Miller • Britney White • James Wilcox • Ben and Pat Wilfond • Allegra Williams • Ron Williams • John A. Williamson • Andrew Wilson • Lindsay Wilson • Allison Winningstad • Susan Wintringer and Anne Harnisch • Aaron Wirck • Alyssa Witcraft • Justin Withrow • Bill and Molly Woehrlin • Emily Woerner • Lori Wonders • Portia Wong • Joshua H.C. Wu • Audrey Yang • Victor Ying • David Yost • Theresa Yuha • Diego Zamora • Caitlin Zerba • Alix Zimmermann • Donald and Priscilla Zobel • Students work together to find information about sea mammals. Non-fiction books are a vital classroom resource for activities that teach comprehension and critical thinking skills.
Our Organizational Funders and Supporters

Child Aid owes a special thanks to the following organizations that help make our work possible.

**Foundation Support**
- C.G. Charitable Fund
- Fredy Rosenbaum Foundation
- Fremont Group Foundation
- Greystone Foundation
- HayLo Foundation
- The Help for People Foundation
- JP Morgan Chase Foundation
- Lake Atitlan Libraries
- Lake Eden Arts Festival
- Miracles in Action
- MoneyGram Foundation
- Oberkotter Foundation
- Paiz Foundation for Education and Culture
- PEG Partners, Inc.
- Peter H. Michelson Foundation
- Planet Wheeler Foundation
- Rogers Fund for Charitable Giving
- The Somerset East Foundation, Inc.
- The Sumac Foundation
- Vitol Charitable Foundation

**Business and Organization Support**
- Anglican Orthodox Mission
- Ascutney Union Church
- Computer Forms, Inc.
- Ethical Bean Coffee Company
- Expedia
- First Christian Church
- Schwab Charitable Fund
- International Book Bank
- International Book Project
- Itochu International, Inc.
- Jim’s Organic Coffee
- Knights of Columbus Council St. Paul on the Lake Council #12121
- Knights of Columbus St. Paul on the Lake Assembly #2696
- Manhattan Beach Community Church
- Merck Partnership for Giving
- Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
- Moreland Presbyterian Church
- Morreale & Brady, P.C.
- Palisades Shutter Company
- Pencils of Promise
- Portland General Electric/Employee Giving Campaign
- Rebecca Lee Communications, Inc.
- RGF Consulting, LLC
- Rudolph Friedmann LLP
- Squidoo LLC
- St. Louise Parish School
- St. Paul Church and School
- Twin Bridges Enterprises
- Vail Mountain School
- Vertec Sales Group
- Wieden+Kennedy
- WillaKenzie Estate

---

**Our Board of Directors**

**BOARD CHAIR**
Donald Sodo
Former CEO, America’s Charities

**BOARD VICE CHAIR**
Robert Costello, JD
Retired Magistrate, City of Detroit

**BOARD TREASURER**
Richard Carroll, Ph.D.
Investment Advisor

**BOARD SECRETARY**
John Kin
Multimedia Producer

**Nancy Press, Ph.D.**
Chief Executive Officer, Child Aid
Professor Emerita, Oregon Health & Science University

**Charlie Baum**
Principal, Starting Point Consulting

**Bernard Casey**
Attorney

**Ret. Col. Eugene Etzkorn, MD**
Madigan Army Medical Center

**Dick Fisher**
Former Vice President Sales & Marketing

**Rebecca Garcia**
Marketing Consultant

**Thaddeus Hanscom**
Chief Digital Officer, Oregon Media Group

**Susan Harris**
Secretary to the Board of Visitors, University of Virginia

**Holly Jimison, Ph.D.**
Professor, Northeastern University

**Misha Pavel, Ph.D.**
Professor, Northeastern University

**Dan Regan**
Executive Director, Kaiser Permanente

**Tadeo Saenz-Thompson**
Chief Executive Officer, Inspire Development Centers
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Osbin Lopez reads to his brothers and mother outside their home in La Vega, Guatemala.